Dead Student Is Found By Many Sexes

The body of a Baruch School student was discovered today buried under four feet of dust in the third floor library.

The student, whose parents preferred to remain anonymous, was reported missing three years ago. His body was found by Dean Many Sexes, who was an autocrat. A preliminary coroner's report noted that the cause of death was suffocation. "The student was examined post mortem, and a thorough investigation was made," the report disclosed. "His death was caused by asphyxiation due to inhalation of dust, and the pathologist found no other cause of death."

Student Group Formed

However, discontented students have formed a Pire Sexes Movement (F.S.M.), feeling that sanitary conditions might be improved if the School were under new management.

The movement, which did not appear to have a broad base of support, received a setback when its leader was hospitalized after suffering three broken ribs while riding one of the School's elevators.

A Revelation

Word of the month: Guano. Bird droppings. Interested students can find specimens on the windows of the School building, and in this issue of THE TICKER.

Gusto Rosenbug Shuts Cafeteria; Vietnam Action Effects Changes

Yielding to mounting pressure from American allies abroad, Board of Higher Education Chairman Gusto G. Rosenbug announced the closing of the tenth floor cafeteria.

"Professor" Irving Chicken Lecture Lauded

Admirers of "Professor" Irving Chicken lauded his lecture on "The Library is Not the Same as Seeing a Textbook." The lecture is to be equated with the every course offered at the School.

G.U.A.N.O. Changes Head; Chosen Chosen President

Former Corresponding Secretary Jan Chosen became the new President, or as the post is more commonly known, Man from G.U.A.N.O. (the student body's Government Unit) after a bloody coup d'etat at the G.U.A.N.O. meeting Thursday night.

Deposed by the move were President Fred "Rocky" Quartz, whom Mr. Chosen called a "dangerous extremist," and Recording Secretary Paulette Greenwoman, about whom the new leader felt "nothing could be said." A Secret Agreement cited "The reason for the takeover," Mr. Chosen declared, "was to prevent the appointment of a special committee to investigate the feasibility of closing down the cafeteria, as this was seen as an increase in the number of lectures. Opposing them were President Jan Godot (Liberal Arts), who teaches elective courses in the Philosophy of Hysterics, and Byrd Eagle, who Professor Beneiits once referred to as a "nondescript co-ed.""

"Professor" Irving Chicken is a free-spirited professor, the freedom he needs to speak his mind, and beary speakable before the students. It is perfectly clear. Professor "is the one foxit ger annum. Since;"

(Continued on Page 3)

Lecture Students Punished For Using Tape Recorder

Strong disciplinary action has been taken by the administration against sixty-nine students and a lecturer for overusing the Mis-management 105 lecture.

"The lecturer has to suffer, through this garbage, the students should too," the dean screamed. "Listening to a recording of the textbook is not the same as seeing the lecturer read it in person."

If the student has to suffer, through this garbage, the students should too," the dean screamed. "Listening to a recording of the textbook is not the same as seeing the lecturer read it in person."

(Continued on Page 3)
**Motto**

"You say it, and Ticker says it," is the motto of our great student publication. Many people have come to love and respect THE TICKER for this reason, and for the fact that it is a well-written, well-organized newspaper.

*(Continued from Page 1)*

**GUANGO**

We doubt the charge of leadership which took place in the debate between Dean Hooten and Mr. Quartz. The Dean, we feel, conducted himself in a most admirable manner. Although he was not always heard, his arguments were clear and well-supported. Mr. Quartz, on the other hand, tried to portray the Dean as a tyrant who had no right to be in charge. However, when one reads the article, it becomes clear that the Dean's arguments were strong and well-presented, while Mr. Quartz's were weak and poorly argued.

**GUANGO**

"I am the Dean of the Department of Student Life." That was Mr. Quartz's reply to a question about his qualifications for the position. He went on to say that he had been a member of the faculty for many years and knew the needs of the students. However, we feel that Mr. Quartz's arguments were not convincing, and that the Dean had a better chance of winning the debate.

**GUANGO**

We are pleased to announce that the Department of Student Life has decided to release a special issue of THE TICKER to coincide with the start of the new academic year. This issue will include a special feature on the upcoming events and activities planned for the fall semester, as well as a comprehensive guide to the campus and its resources. We encourage all students to purchase a copy and stay informed about the latest happenings on campus.

**GUANGO**

We would also like to thank all the students who took part in the debate. Although the Dean's arguments were strong and well-supported, Mr. Quartz's were weak and poorly argued. However, we feel that the Dean had a better chance of winning the debate and that his arguments were more convincing.
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Rednecks Are Afraid to Face Mighty CCNY

Once again, good old St. John's has decided that it won't face a City College team. Oh, it's not the first time-one of these "athletic powerhouses" (ha!) has checked out rather than face the mighty Beavers.

Now it's the rifle team. The nine-roads have won the Western division championship of the Metropolitan Rifle League. The Rednecks from mighty St. John's (two cars in every basketball player's garage) won the Eastern crown.

Anyway, they previously agreed to play the winner of the Western division. But once those yellow-bellies found out it was City, they cried uncle.

Officially the Rednecks say that they have a higher average, although they neglect to mention the fact that they had an easier schedule than we had.

First, Army didn't want to come to City. We tried to tell them to get their — — down here, but they just wouldn't listen. So we gave them a piece of skin... er... Vietnam.

The next thing you know, those Bohemians from Washington Square will claim they're for peace and refuse to shoot against the City rifle team too.

The time is come for all City College students to take the adage of that great American, the Imperial Wizard of the KKK. "Let's get them!"

---

Booster - Cot Is Depanted

Howie Yum-Yum, the majorette of those demure, delicate debutantes, the Boosters, was rudely deprived of her pants by those scoundrels from Tickler. Yum-Yum was very angry; he had wanted to deposit some money at First National City Bank. But those terrible bullies from Tickler refused to give him back his BUMGarees.

---

Baseball Star Won't Play Sans Pay

Mirch Mantlemen, the star centerfielder of the City College baseball team, has announced that he has decided to "leave the hollowed (sic) halls of City."

Mantlemen is a prodigy of Moshkinis, the present City coach and the former Nashville Coon's utility infielder. Mirch claims that his salary is too small. He says that the university's budget only allows a $25,000 maximum to baseball players on scholarships.

Mirch has threatened to go to Washington Square. Tickler feels that Mirch has just complaint and asks that the Board of Higher Education should raise baseball players' salaries to the level of those athletes on the basketball team.

Whatever, you do Mirch, don't sign with the Mets—you've been an amateur long enough.